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Spectators watch as a young Palestinian rides his jeep up a sandy hill.

A young Palestinian rides his motorcycle on a sandy hill.

H
undreds of Palestinian youths
gather every Friday to watch dirt
bikers and 4x4 motorists test their

courage and driving skills up a steep
sandy hill on the outskirts of Gaza City.
Kicking up bursts of sand against the
rays of a setting sun, Sibaa Dormush,
37, clad in black jacket and blue jeans,
revs up his white motocross bike and
makes it triumphantly up to the top. He
acknowledges the acclaim of spectators
before tearing back down the hill.

“Going up is really hard, you have to
know how to move the bike so you don’t
get stuck” in the dirt, he says. Jeeps
also hazard their way up, but often end
up stuck half-way and have to reverse
back down as onlookers scatter. “The
engine overheated,” said the 35-year-
old driver with dented teeth, also named
Sibaa. The extreme sports enthusiasts,
along with the spectators, many of them
smoking narguileh water pipes, had to

pack up as the sun set to go home
before Gaza’s nighttime curfew
imposed to curb the spread of Covid-
19. Infections have been spiking in the
impoverished, densely-populated and
Israeli-blockaded enclave on the

Mediterranean where the pandemic has
recorded more than 9,500 infections
and cost 45 lives. — AFP

Spectators watch as young Palestinians
ride jeeps and motorcycles along a sandy
hill during a weekly show in the Al-Zahra

area near Gaza City. — AFP photos

A young Palestinian rides his motorcycle up a sandy hill.

Spectators watch as a young Palestinian
rides his motorcycle up a sandy hill.

A
Bangladeshi teenager made an
impassioned plea Friday for
stronger global action against

cyberbullying and online crime involving
children as he received a prestigious
global children’s award.  Sadat Rahman,
17, won the 2020 KidsRights International
Children’s Peace Prize for developing a
mobile app to help teenagers report
cyberbullying and cyber crime in his
western district of Narail in Bangladesh.
Previous winners of the prize include
Nobel laureate and Pakistani education
campaigner Malala Yousafzai and envi-
ronmental activist Greta Thunberg.
“Serious action needs to be taken right
now. Teenagers continue to remain vul-
nerable to online crime and cyberbully-
ing, particularly in the times we live in,”
Rahman told AFP in a remote interview.
Rahman was awarded the prize, which is
run by the Netherlands-based KidsRights
foundation, in a ceremony streamed
online due to coronavirus restrictions.

He beat two other finalists - Mexican
girl Ivanna Ortega Serret, 12, who fought
water pollution, and Irish 18-year-old
Siena Castellon, who created a website
to help pupils with autism and severe
learning disabilities Rahman’s “Cyber
Teens” mobile app puts children in touch
with a team of youngsters including
Rahman, who call themselves the Narail
Volunteers. The Narail Volunteers then
liaised with local police and social work-
ers to help teens too scared or embar-
rassed to report acts of cyberbullying
and cyber crime. The app also gives
helpful hints and tips about online behav-
iour and how to avoid sexual predators.

‘Teenagers needed help’ 
Downloaded around 1,800 times, the

app has helped to resolve more than 60
complaints so far-and has led to the

arrest of eight suspected online criminals,
including adults who have been sexually
harassing children. “The idea started
after a 15-year-old girl committed suicide
because of online bullying,” Rahman. “I
decided that teenagers needed help and
that we should take action to try to avoid
other children facing the same tragedy.”
Rahman said in many cases teenagers

were being sexually harassed by adults,
including being sent pornographic and
sexually explicit images.

Rights groups and law enforcement
agencies have been voicing increasing
alarm over the rise in online sexual crimes
involving minors since the outbreak of the
Covid-19 pandemic. Cyberbullying rose
by some 70 percent across millions of
internet sights around the world in April
and May this year, said a recent study by
the KidsRights Foundation. Children
being targeted by sexual predators
including using pornography was of
“grave concern”, Europol added in a
report released on Wednesday. Rahman
said he planned to use his prize, which
includes a 100,000 euro ($118,000)
investment for projects, to further develop
the app across Bangladesh “and hope-
fully to serve as a model for the rest of the
world.”—AFP

Hope for
Bollywood stars’ 
dilapidated homes
in Pakistan

T
ucked away near the centuries-old
Storytellers’ Bazaar, the decaying
Pakistani mansions once home to

Bollywood superstars are being brought
back to life as Peshawar emerges from
years of Islamist militancy. The ancestral
homes of Golden Age heroes Raj Kapoor
and Dilip Kumar in the northwestern city
are symbols of its link to the world’s
largest film industry, but have suffered
from decades of neglect. The region’s
archaeology team says it is close to
wresting the more than 100-year-old
buildings, located in the heart of the his-
toric walled city, from their private own-
ers so they can be restored and turned
into museums.

“I always feel sad and angry while
looking at Kapoor’s house, that it once
was a beautiful mansion of top quality,”
said Samiuddin Khan, who remembers
running through the 40-room abandoned
house as a child and flying kites from the
rooftop. “It was extremely beautiful

inside. The structure is still intact but
some walls have collapsed and much of
the wood has been damaged.” Once an
architectural wonder, the family home of
Kapoor, who died aged 63 in 1988, is
influenced by Mughal empire, Central
Asian and British colonial design, featur-
ing ornately carved doors and balconies
and gothic-style windows. Kumar lived in
a simpler home down a small lane in a
busy market, its entrance faded and its
roofless interior heavily damaged.

The actors grew up in a quarter that is
home to the fabled Qissa Khwani
(“Storytellers’”) Bazaar where travellers
would share tales of their adventures.
Kumar, who is now 97, has credited his
successful career to his early life in the
neighborhood, where he first learned to
narrate. But like many emerging actors,
the pair were enticed away from
Peshawar to India’s entertainment center
Bombay, now Mumbai, in the years
before the partition of British-ruled India.
The pair even starred alongside each
other at the beginning of their careers, in
the 1949 hit “Andaz”. “This is our cultural
heritage and we take pride in preserving
it. We are very proud that Dilip Kumar
and Raj Kapoor were from Peshawar,”
said Abdul Samad, director of archaeolo-
gy and museums in Khyber-
Pakhtunkhwa province-of which
Peshawar is the capital.—AFP

In this handout picture released by the
KidsRights Foundation Sadat Rahman holds his
trophy after being awarded with the
International Children’s Peace Prize 2020, in the
Hague. — AFP photos

Sadat Rahman delivers a speech after being awarded with the International Children’s Peace Prize
2020.In this picture residents walk in front of the Kapoor mansion. — AFP 


